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JAPANESE 
'89 - although TAS didn't go to 
Japan this year, Japan has come to 
TAS. 
Thanks to a great variety of exchange 
programmes such as Rotary, AIUF, 
KINETSU and to the many privately 
organised visits, TAS students of 
Japanese have had multiple 
opportunities to make friends, 
practise their Japanese and learn first
hand about the differences between 
Japanese and Australian culture. 

The Rotary Exchange students, 
Sachiyo Hamano, who left in March, 
and Fumi Masuyama who arrived soon 
after, have made great contributions. 
Fumi has been teaching Japanese 
Folk dance to Year 5 students, 
calligraphy as a Thursday afternoon 
activity in Term 3 and has 
demonstrated the art of tea-making 
(Japanese ceremonial style). 

In July, thanks to the generosity of 17 
families who acted as hosts, TAS 
welcomed 17 Japanese students for 
an extended 3 week stay. This was 
the annual KINETSU l1omestay 
programme, a time when firm 
friendships were made. The Japanese 
students attended all classes, 
Science, Home Economics, Health 
and Physical Education ... the lot. 
Speech and Drama was a big hit with 
the visitors who were amazed at what 
was taught. Japanese classes became 
bi-lingual classes, and students 
became teachers, teaching one 
another, and exploring all the possible 
ways of communicating they knew. 
Masaru Miyazawa (Masa sensei) left 
the class room, and introduced the 
traditional sport of Sumo to all TAS 
students with his lunchtime 
demonstrations. Masa may not have 
the bulk of the professional Sumo 
wrestler, but it was great 
entertainment. 
This year's homestay program 
culminated with a farewell 
International Night. Japanese, French 
and Australian students demonstrated 
some of their country's particular 
food, songs, dances and other 
aspects of their cultures. A very 
talented group of Japanese students 
persuaded the French and Australians 
to join in some festival folk dancing, 
to taste the true thick green tea of the 
Japanese tea ceremony and to have a 
go at calligraphy (writing Kanji with a 
brush). 

Sumo comes to TAS 

Year 9's this year have explored 
typical Japanese cuisine, thanks to 
the staff of the Cherry Blossom who 
prepared a great Variety of food to a 
large group at low cost. A very 
successful night. 

A new event in the Year 9 calendar 
has been the introduction of an 
October undokai, or not-so-serious 
sports carnival. 

Year 10's made a collage for the 
Japanese room, depicting the seasons 
and festivals of the year. 

Year 11's introduced a new unit on 
Japanese cooking which involved 
establishing a one-night restaurant 
and inviting local Japanese people for 
an evening meal prepared by the 
students. The invitations, of course, 
were written in Japanese. 

A further new adventure for Year 11 's 
has been the start of a new Pathfinder 
Competition between TAS students 
and Cairns State High students. The 
students made teams of two and had 
to follow a series of Japanese 
directions through the Central 
Business Area, answering questions 
and collecting special items as they 
reached particular check-points. With 
the co-operation of the business 
community, this was a very realistic 
exercise where use of Japanese was 
essential. 

TAS was well represented in every 
section of the Japanese Speech 
Contest this year and performed well. 
Special mention should be made of 
Merinda Fowler who won a flight to 

Brisbane to compete in the 
Queensland Titles. This is the first 
time the Peninsula region has sent 
any student down to Brisbane. Out of 
a field of 60 students from South-East 
Queensland, Merinda delivered a 
speech of very high standard, 
although failing to take first, second 
or third position. 

A major change of staff occurred in 
July when Mrs Kirkpatrick left to join 
the Japan Exchange Teacher (JET) 
program and extend her Japanese 
skills through teaching in Japan. Mrs 
Kirkpatrick has been replaced by Mrs 
Gaell Leaney. 

Japanese at TAS has started 
developing new and exciting 
directions with the arrival of Mr 
Hajime Nishino and his family from 
Tokyo. Nishino-sensei brings a wealth 
of resources, of personal experience, 
books and videos into the school 
together with a great sense of fun and 
energy. He spends time with each 
class at every level and focuses on 
conversational Japanese. 

The Japanese department has also 
acquired this year a TV/Video capable 
of replaying tapes copied on the 
Japanese NTCS system. This video is 
also capable of playing and recording 
the Australian system. From the 
beginning of Term 4, TAS Japanese 
students have had access to 
Japanese TV with cartoons, movies 
and lots and lots of ads! It's a great 
way of learning. 

A. Tuttle

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
With the implementation of the new 
ROSSA programme this year, the HPE 
department is able to offer a broader 
based approach to the subject. 
Students have two years in many 
units to become more competent and 
skilled in Games and Sports as well 
as elective units. This increase in skill 
development has been seen to help 
and be of use in many areas of the 
school, especially in the sporting 
realms. We can safely say that TAS's 
excellent performance can be 
attributed to a better HPE programme. 

New units which we have introduced 
into the Years 9 and 10 programme are 
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Archery and Tennis and, into the Years 
11 and 12 programme, Squash and 
Badminton. All these units have 
proved to be most popular with our 
students. 

Each year all HPE students must 
study two theory units. These range 
from Basic Anatomy and Physiology, 
Smoking and Alcohol through to 
Exercise Physiology in Years 11 and 
12. These are the units where
students can relate the theory with
the practice, culminating in Year 12
with continuing Training Programmes.
Students can see and understand how
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our body actually works under the 
stress of exercise and why the body 
functions in certain ways. 

I certainly would encourage more 
students to select HPE, as in today's 
society one certainly needs to know 
how to use leisure time more 
constructively and effectively, as well 
as understanding how our bodies 
actually work. 

My thanks must go to Mr Stephen 
Pearce and Mr Paul Little and, in 
Terms II and IV, Mrs C. Maconachie 
for support and co-operation during 
the year. 

P. Jenkins 
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YEAR NINE REVIEW - 1989 
Long, long ago in a galaxy far, far 
away, known to humans as. Trinity 
Anglican School, there was an alien 
life.form unique to the 9th planet. 
After much observation by Earth 
scientists, it was discovered that each 
year these aliens migrated to a higher 
planet consecutively from the 8th 
planet to the 12th. After spending one 
year on the 12th planet, the 
inhabitants took up their posts 
throughout the universe which they 
had been training for during their five 
years In the galaxy. The TAS galaxy 
was a tough training course with 
stringent standards set by the 
inhabitants of the head planet 
'ADMINISTRATION'. These standards 
were enforced by those highly 
intelligent (cough, cough!) life-forms 
from the planet 'HEADS OF 
DEPARTMENT'. However, they 
generally assigned this trying task to 
their apprentices from the most alien 
planet of all - 'TEACHERS'. 

Here is a report compiled by two 
Earth Research Co-ordinators who 
were based on Planet Nine, but due to 
a pilot strike, had to leave at the end 
of the third term. 

January 1989 - Approximately 100 
aliens all dressed in the same 
mundane uniform, (supplied by Harris 
Bros, from Clothing Retailers Planet), 
assembled in the 'GYMNASIUM'. They 
were assigned their year's rules and 
regulations by the leader of their 
squadron Group-Captain Jenkins. 
After this was completed they were 
divided into four main groups, known 
as 9AT, 9ZP, 9KK and 9MN, with each 
group being led by an advisor, known 
as a 'tutor'. These tutors were Tuttle, 
Zamprogno, Kirkpatrick (who were 
later replaced by High and Leaney 
respectively, due to stress and other 
factors) and of course, Knopf. 

Each alien had chosen five optional 
subjects to study, in addition to the 
compulsory, English, Mathematics and 
Science. They were given their 
equipment and departed to their 
respective continents. 

On Friday afternoons, the last day of 
their galactic week, their tutors 
devised many means of occupying the 
aliens' own free time, whilst they 
signed their record manuals, (although 
a few tutors often neglected this 
tedious task!) One option which was 
met with mixed opinion was the 
weekly 'softball' games. Fortunately 
for those less athletic aliens, it usually 
rained just before the games were 
about to commence. 

The majority of the aliens were all 
eagerly anticipating the beginning of 
their two week break from the rigours 
of Planet Nine life, during Term Three. 
However, due to other aliens on even 
more alien planets than the ninth 
turning ghastly shades of green, 
yellow, purple and even pink and 
orange polka dots, this was cancelled. 

For some unknown reason, aliens 
from each continent threw their hearts 
and souls into raising money for the 

annual publication, the 'Galactic 
Magazine.' The most successful (and 
easiest) method was found to be the 
ever popular cake stall. Apparently 
this was not sufficient, so along with 
the 8th planeters, they were required 
to perform what they found to be an 
extremely ridiculous task - a 
SPELAFON. However, they did have 
the advantage of knowing the words 
in advance, and thus had the 
opportunity of learning them - not 
that many aliens did though! Why the 
teachers did not simply save trouble 
and time and just give them all 100% 
automatically, is beyond 
comprehension. This example merely 
reinforces the belief that teachers are 
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definitely creatures of extremely low 
intelligence. 

There were a few other fairly routine 
matters during the year, but none 
worth mentioning, so we will now 
conclude our report, but first, A 
WARNING! Visitors are most 
welcome to Planet Nine. However, 
considering the poor standard of 
living imposed upon those on Planet 
Nine, we strongly advise against this. 
The Ninth Planeters lead a very sorry 
life - due to no fault of their own -
and suggested improvements will be 
outlined in a later report. 

Sarah Watts B.H.S.M.Q.R.P. * ! 
Jennifer Hetherington C.I.T.N.R.S.Q.?! 

Myree Pritchard 
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Although we're still not seniors, those 
of us In Grade Ten have not had the 
easiest of years, especially In regards 
to subject selections for our flnal 
years of secondary education, Grades 
Eleven and Twelve. 

The subjects we choose now may or 
may not decide the careers we chose 
to follow In the years to come. Do we 
take the subjects that are closely 
connected to the occupations we 
want to pursue, or those whieh will 
help us to obtain the highest T.E. 
Scores? Do the subjects we take in 
Year Eleven and Twelve affect the 
subjects we may wish to take in 
university? 

One way out of the problem is to take 
subjects guaranteed to have high 
class averages, those with high pre
requisites. With these subjects, a 
student could get a high T.E. Score, 
use it to gain entrance to a well 
established university, and then either 

Let us recapture the moments of the 
first encounter with the First 
Assignment. It was a beautiful day; 
the sun shining high over the 
landscape, the birds singing 
melodiously and the students 
conversing cheerfully. English to us, 
was a study of art, unlimited intrigue 
and something to do with, well, 
English! 

This all changed with the first briefing 
that Is, a back-to-school, happy-new
year, 1000 word book review, 
describing the theme, style and plot 
of the first chapter of To KIii a

Mockingbird, due In for the following 
day. 

Tears were shed. Hearts crumbled. 
Fear enveloped our minds as we 
recalled that unique, no-extensions
allowed, Smile. 

Candles burned till early light the next 
day, as the enslaved students scribed 
on bits of slate to be handed in for 
assessment. 
The account of receiving the results is 
far too agonizingly dlstressfu.l to 
express. Nevertheless, time healed 
our shattered English expectations. 

As time passed on, we grew tougher 
and learned to endure the sufferings 
in the cause of perfecting our English 
abilities. However, His Royal 
Sentence-Structureness developed a 
new method of inflicting agony - one 
thousand words grew to two 
thousand! More was to come: formal 
20 minute speeches on the Interior 
structure of popcorn, the role of 
Trilobites In the Cold War and the rise 
and fall of the tour legged fish, just to 
mention a few. 

It is inevitable to mention good ol' Bill 
Shaksy. He must have turned In his 
grave as excerpts, pages In length, 
from A Mid Summer Night's Dream 
were performed as part of another 
torturous scheme devised by His 
Englishness. 

YEAR 10 REVIEW .. 
change to other areas of study or stay 
with the subjects they took In Grades 
Eleven and Twelve. Even then there 
are problems: Will I be behind others 
in the university if I swHch from one 
set of subjects to another? If I do take 
the more difficult subjects towards 
the end of my secondary education, 
will I be able to cope with the 
workload? 

Next year's workload will definitely 
come as a shock to all of us, no 
matter how well prepared we may 
think we are. Subjects we enjoy now 
may become a chore, and those we 
don't enjoy but choose to take for 
their Importance will grow harder and 
harder still. To have the ability to 
perform well in a subject is one 
thing ... to be interested enough to 
enjoy it, and to enjoy It enough to 
stay with It is another. 

There are those who may disagree 
with me, but I strongly believe that to 

YEAR 10 ENGLISH 
Another mountain was conquered in 
the name of English. By this time our 
mediocre skills had risen to standards 
that even made Perfection itself 
jealous. 

This had come about as a result of 
those frightful days and nights 
striving to satisfy the requirements 
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succeed In something, you have to 
enjoy dolng It. Many of us (students in 
Year 10) have now reached the stage 
where we are totally confused as to 
whether to select subjects that will 
give us a high T.E. Score, a high
payihg occupation, and/or the 
subjects we enjoy. I have been told 
that i'l doesn't matter which subjects 
you take, as long as you can get a 
good mark. Does the mark a student 
gets, however, depend more on his or 
her ability or that of the class he or 
she is part of? I don't know. 
Life is not meant to be easy, and it 
very rarely Is. If we thought choosing 
the subjects was hard, I can imagine 
our experiences studying them. Some, 
like myself, had the majority of our 
subjects chosen early In the year, 
while others did not, and I hope that 
in the years of our school-time still to 
come we will find that we've made the 
right decisions. 

Alex Thomas 

ordered by His Essayness, the 
Popular Dr J. Mount. 

Good luck to all those who are lucky 
enough to be lacking luck in the next 
unlucky but fruitful year. 
Words of Wisdom. 

Naysun and Navid 
(FAVOURED PET PUPILS!) 
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1989 has been a busy year In which 
the Trinity Anglican School 
community has seen a majority of 
Year 11 students actively involving 
themselves in a wide variety of school 
events. We began with the interhouse 
swimming carnival which was well 
organized by the eight Year 11 house 
swimming captains who were elected 
by the students of each house. This 
was the first time we have used Year 
11's to organize this event. The Year 
12's were away most of the week prior 
to the carnival attending their 
leadership camp. Congratulations 
must go to the following students for 
their successful organisation: Belinda 
Suthers and Kris Tassell (Kennedy), 
Troy Price and Moya Steele 
(Dalrymple), Gavin Burns and Emma 
Brigden (Mulligan) and Chad Hunter 
and Natalie Jensen (Leichhardt). One 
of the benefits of this Year 11 
involvement was a large number of 
very enthusiastic Year 11 's 
participating in the cheering and/or 
swimming for TAS at the interschool 
swimming carnival held a few weeks 
later. 
Talent is definitely not lacking in this 
year level. A significant percentage of 
talented 11's keenly participated in the 
school drama and the very enjoyable 
school musical. Under the expert 
guidance of Mrs Barnes and Mrs Falk, 
these students produced fine 
performances. There are also many 
Year 11 pupils who show other 
musical talents and hence perform 
with the school choir, orchestra, the 
jazz bank and the very popular rock 
band. The latter, comprised of Michael 
Edwards, Corey Jackson, Justin 
Gibbins (all Year 11's) and Darren 
Rendall (Year 10, has represented TAS 
at various venues in the local Cairns 
community this year. 
Merinda Fowler, after successfully 
winning local Japanese speaking 
competitions, travelled to Brisbane to 
represent TAS at the state finals. Year 
11 MO tutor group's eagerness to be 
involved in the school was rewarded 
when they won the senior division of 
the Volley Ball competition organised 
by Year 9AT to raise funds for the 
school magazine. 
We have had the valuable opportunity 
during the year to welcome three full
time exct,ange students. From Japan 
- Fumie Musuyama was with us for 
nine months and Kako Ikuta, who
came to TAS for June and August.
From Sweden - Markus Paulsson
stayed at TAS for semester two. All
three visitors joined the students in 
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Year 11 MO tutor group, who with Mr 
O'Sullivan, their tutor, helped to make 
these guests feel comfortable in a 
typically friendly, Australian fashion. 
Many other exchange students from 
Japan and France were hosted by 
some of our Year 11 families. The 
exchange programmes offer our 
students a unique opportunity to meet 
with others and come to understand 
something of other cultures and 
social systems In our wider 
international community. 
Within the Year 11 group, a number of 
pupils have been motivated by the 
opportunities available to our 
international visitors and they have 
applied for exchange positions for 
next year. At the submission of this 
report we are waiting to hear who has 
been successful. 
Fundraising has proven to be a Year 
11 forte. The outstanding efforts of 
11MO and 11PA as drinks sellers at 
various school events and their 
general involvement in the Year 11 
revue are to be commended. At this 
rather entertaining 'show' students 
and teachers performed skits, the 
staff band made a guest appearance 
and the rock band nearly raised tbe 
roof off the gym! It was a successful 
money raiser for the school magazine. 
Just look at the excellent use to 
which this money has been put! 

A special congratulations must go to 
Michaela Pleasance who used her 
own enthusiastic initiative to raise 
over $250. At the moment the Year 
11 's are plotting their next money 
raising ventures for the coming 
Coconut Carnival. It seems to me that 
we have some fine potential for the 
future business world developing 
within this group. 
At the beginning of Term IV all Year 
11's attended a pastoral care seminar 
which focused on two very important 
issues relevant to students of this 
age: Aids and Leadership. The 
students showed a mature and co
operative approach to this day and 
hence I believe the majority were able 
to gain valuable knowledge which will 
be useful to them as TAS seniors next 
year and for their future lives. 
I would like to take this opportunity to 
publicly thank the Year 11 tutors: Mrs 
Tonks, Mrs White, Mrs Maconachie 
and Mr O'Sullivan for their continuous 
efforts and much appreciated support 
throughout the year. We look forward 
to seeing these students take on their 
senior responsibilities and school 
leadership next year. It has been an 
enjoyable and satisfying year for me 
as co-ordinator of this fine group of 
Trinity Anglican School students. 

Ms R. Hope 
YEAR 11 CO-ORDINATOR. 

Ms R. Hope
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THE POETRY OF FAR NORTH QUEENSLAND 

She lay peaceful and content, 
In her pure world 
Until a consistent noise distracted her 
Halted dreaming 
The soft purring of the cat 
The piteous barking of dogs 
The sweet cries of famishing calves 
The brutal tug at the leg. 

Flourishing a new day 
Donned with patched blue jeans 
Saved for yet another year 
Paper thin checked shirt 
Nothing else, of course. 
Striding in oversized, worn boots, 
Topped with - shall I say? 
A hat. 

Energy and vitality flow 
From one place to the next 
No task being troublesome 
Although only four 
Handled with ease. 

THE CA.NE 
It stretches as far as the eye can see, 
The sugar cane of Queensland. 
Fields upon fields of thin, green 
leaves, 
Is all you'll see in Queensland. 

All year 'round the tractors go, 
To cultivate, to fertilize, to spray. 
Without them, no cane could grow, 
To earn the Farmer's pay. 

Everything changes, come the 
crushing, 
The mills start living again. 
The trams move also, always rushing, 
Carting bin after bin after bin. 

Burning the cane is a fantastic sight, 
The tourists all stop and stare. 
The tongues of flame creating light, 
For all to see and share. 

The cane black comes, the curse of 
the North, 
Floating, suspended mid-air, 
In relentless clouds it swarms forth, 
Leaving it's mark on all who are there. 

Then, late one night, sick of 
harvesting, burning, 
You feel you can take no more, 
you hear a shout, some laughter, a 
whistle 
Come from the mill next door. 

"It's over!" You hear, "The crushing, 
it's finished!" 
"That's it for another year!" 
You grab your coat and head for the 
pub, 
'Cause there'll soon be a party there. 

Anthony Lewis 
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JACKIE 
Authority of a king 
Gentleness of a dove

They love to see her come 
Brings cherished affection 
Relief from night 
Release from pain. 

All done quickly 
Precision and expertise 
Fitted for a farm 
Little Sweet glides along 
Only the best worth giving. 

Alluring scents drift to her nose 
Breakfast, at last. 
Satisfying odour, 
Sizzling steak and eggs - fresh 
It is what she'·s come to expect. 

Chatter at the table 
Incomprehensible 
"Nothingness" outside 
More intriguing 
Contemplation at least. 

THE COMING 
OF RAIN 

Mountains, hiding, still deciding, 
whether to show out, 
from the heavy clouds. 
Thick, unyielding, 
numb of feeling. Senseless, 
senseless pounding, rain on rain. 
Drain to drain. 
Pane to pane. 
Wind does strain, to break. 
Trees submerge, 
watery funeral dirge. 
Mud sliding, 
quick on deciding, 
a way to turn. 
Like a river, its banks 
it doth spurn, instead, 
it runs ahead, destructive. 
A bird is still, covered till 
a droplet forms, 
on a palm leaf frond. 
Quivering, quivering, 
a natural bond, 
a friendship longed 
for, the need is great 
land to anticipate 
the coming of rain. 
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"Jackie honey, today mummy wants 
you to help daddy and water a few 
sick, old cattle back to the 
yards, O.K. honey? 

Like a lioness with new cubs 
Onto the motorbike 
Proud, competent and sure 
Ready to face the wide open plains 
To capture the roaring beasts. 

Skill and capability 
Over earth and bones 
Enclosed in dust 
And - oh damn, beasts 
A quick turn, a roar. 

Scattered, spooked and fearful, 
They were lost, 
Shamed, bruised, too young 
She is lying. 

Narelle Christensen 

THE MAN 
COMES 

The moon, 
hesitated behind a silver cloud, 
disguising the land below. 
The moon, 
with a tug of remorse 
left, now its beauty to show. 
The gum, 
white and saintly, 
proud, below a moonlit sky. 
The gum, 
patriotic and strong, 
hides the quivering and the shy. 
The eyes, 
bright and shiny, 
with just a hint of fear. 
The eyes, 
blinking, hiding, 
intelligent, animal clear. 
The forest, 
whispering, silent, 
yet lively, yet still, 
The forest, 
pulsing, alive, 
The man, 
arrogant, aggressive, 
chainsaw in hand. 
The man, 
unthinking, destructive, 
wants to clear land. 

Moya Steele 
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YEAR 12 IN A NUTSHELL 
Noelle: (earnestly) When asked by Dr 
Mount to write something for the 
School Magazine about our year in 
grade twelve, Rachael and I 
contemplated a number of various 
approaches (actually, I contemplated: 
Rachael ironed her uniform). The 
following is a result of our combined 
efforts to do something worthwhile 
this year, giving us the opportunity to 
leave behind a little bit of ourselves; 
to inspire the future students of 
Trinity Anglican School to strive for 
excellence in their academic pursuits; 
to stimulate -
Rachael: Wait a minute. Can I tell 
them the real reason? 
Noelle: (flustered) What could you 
possible mean? 
Rachael: Noelle graciously offered to 
write this piece to show the rest of 
the school what a great sport she is 
about not having been chosen a 
prefect. I told her she could include 
this piece, plus her position as grade 
twelve S.A.C. rep and grade eleven, 
deputy S.A.C. rep. in the 'self-worth' 
column of her university application 
form and maybe still have a chance of 
being accepted." 
Noelle: (hesitantly) Excuse me ... um ... 
well... I kinda was a Year 11 monitor 
too. 
Rachael: (encouragingly) That's right! 
You were too. Just pin both badges to 
the form and you'll practically be 
guaranteed a position. 
Rachael: Okay. Enough about you. 
Let's talk about my achievements. 
Noelle: Sure. Let's see ... (embarrassed 
silence). 

It was 6.30 on a Thursday morning 
and the smell of a $20 night at Renos 
was still thick in the air. We awoke to 
the sound of street cleaners slowly 
making their way through the inner 
suburbs of Cairns. The sights, sounds 
and smells of Munro Martin Park were 
not unfamiliar to us although, on this 
particular day, an uneasiness lingered 
in both our minds. What could It be? 
Were the stories given to our trusting 
parents absolutely watertight? Had we 
remembered to give all those girls our 
phone numbers? Yes and yes, but still 
that vague sense of impending 
disaster lurked persistently. 
As we walked towards school the 
routine questions arose. Could we get 
away with wearing P.E. gear all day? 
Could we get yellow slips for entire 
uniforms? Then "IT" hit us, a savage 
realization which instantly erased 
those special memories of the 
previous night and shook the very 
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Rachael: Haven't I done anything in 
the two years that I've been here? 
Noelle: I'm thinking. Sure you have. 
Once when it was your rostered day 
to pick up litter at lunchtime you 
cleaned up your whole assigned area 
and didn't even get annoyed. You read 
the announcements one day too, very 
well I might add. 
Noelle: Oh, by the way, have you paid 
the $2040 dollars you owe Club 12 
yet? 

Rachael: No, I'm waiting until after 
ASAT. Whatever happened to that 
anyway? We haven't had one of those 
fun Year 12 ASAT discussion periods 
lately, with Mrs Ross. 

Noelle: Yeah, I think we must have 
had it. Wasn't that when Mrs Rigby 
interrupted 0ur proceedings to 
organize the dinner checklist for the 
formal and announce that STAG's had 
sold out of white tails and pink ties? 

Rachael: Probably. Listen, what 
activity are you choosing this term? 
The choices are: weight training, 
aerobics, rollerskating, tennis, squash 
and 101 different ways to do your hair 
using bones and other primitive 
artefacts, which is being organized by 
Dr Mount. Remember, Mr Stone is very 
adamant that there should be no 
swapping over of activities without a 
doctor's certificate. Actually, I think I'd 
be more inclined to go with Mr 
O'Sullivan to "Farmarama" every 
Thursday afternoon. It would give me 
a chance to brush up on my cow
milking techniques which I acquired at 

THE EXTENSION 
foundations of our being. Our English 
assignment: "A Critical Appraisal of 
the Complete Works of TS Eliot" was 
due in only a matter of minutes. 
Mulgrave Road took on the 
significance of the short walk from 
the death cell to the electric chair. 
There was nothing left to do - it was 
excuse time! Passing Bob Jane T-Mart 
with minds racing, we tried to come 
up with something plausible yet 
original. 
"We could say that last night as we 
were driving to the library we were 
forced off the road by a busload of 
bikie bank-tellers escaped from Boggo 
Road who were involved in a high 
speed police chase. Then we could 
tell them that' I sustained massive 
head wounds and that you carried me 
all the way from Edmonton to the 
hospital. Upon arrival I was admitted 
with several internal injuries and you 
collapsed and were rushed to a 
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St Barnabas' agricultural barn during 
the leadership camp. They say I'm a 
natural, you know. 
Noelle: Wow! Haven't they Just 
introduced a new course at the 
University of Queensland dealing with 
that? 
Rachael: Yes, It's a very specialized 
joint cow-milking/Law 101 course, but 
the TE score is too high. 
Noelle: What a darn shame. What Is it 
exactly? 

Rachael: I can't remember exactly. 
Mrs Ross has a spare pamphlet on it 
if you're interested. I put it first on my 
QTAC form on the off chance that I 
get an offer. 

Now we would like to end with a song 
to the tune of "Auld Lang Syne" 
(Should Old Acquaintance Be Forgot): 
"See ya later TAS we'll remember you, 
As the No-Doz pills wear off, 
Let most of the twelves 
(as some will be returning next year) 
Join in this song To say farewell to 
you". 

Thank you Archdeacon Stuart for 
allowing us the privilege of joining the 
TAS community and thank you to all 
our friends and teachers for making 
us feel so welcome. A special thanks 
to Dr Mount for giving us this 
opportunity to thank everyone, and for 
being such an inspiring influence In 
our final year of high school. 
As always, your North American 
cousins, 

Noelle Fraser and Rachael Kobin. 

cardiac arrest centre." 
"We'll need medical certificates for 
that," Rob replied hopelessly. 
At this moment fate appeared in the 
form of a large Kenworth loaded with 
bricks ... ! 

*** 

I'll always remember the day I 
painfully awoke to see, through the 
bandages, Rob smiling as he slowly 
wheeled his chair over to my bedside. 
"How are you feeling?" he mumbled 
through his reconstructed larynx. 
"I'm not sure. I haven't regained 
feeling in any limbs yet." 
"Then I've got some bad news, I'm 
afraid," said Rob sympathetically. 
"You'll probably need dialysis 
treatment every day for the rest of 
your life but we have got an extension 
on that essay." 

Sasha Andjelkovic and Rob McEwin 













Teacher: Mr R. Clegg (Absent) 
Back Row: Julian Smith, Shawn 
Pittman, Mark Hubbard, Warun 

Wilkinson, Justin Goddard 
3rd Row: Shane Moes, Rick 

Heazfewood, Sven Bayoumy, Brad 
Sheahon, Ross Sheppard, David 

Slatyer, Scott Horn 
2nd Row: Brad Ehrke, Amber Peters, 
Emma Maccallum, Angela Bowman, 

Jenny Messina, Lisa Graham, Jo Mann 
Front Row: Shannon Brlschke, Kate 

Pearce, Mellissa Bell, Fiona Paterson, 
Janette Balley, Sulipa Bell, Helen 

Lockhead 
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Teacher: Mr B. Springe/I 
Back Row: Sashenka Mllston, Ryan 
Zandee, T im Lane, Adam Broadley, 

Phil/Ip Kirwan, Rodney Ward, 
Bettina Denham 

3rd Row: Sarah Bucklar, Brenton 
Chambers, Guy Yates, Michael 

Boulton, Sasha And/elkovic, Ben 
Adamson, Jalinda Fearne 

2nd Row: Melanie McAul/ffe, Uz 
Goulding, Virginia Bower, Juanita 

O'Brien, Tracy Farnham, Noelle 
Fraser, Juanita Mellick, Kirsten Doctor 

Front Row: Sharon Henricks, Dione 
Silvester, Rachael Kobln, Narelle 
Hansford, Cecilla Hall-Matthews, 

Wendy Jaensch 

Teacher: Mrs Pamela Rigby 
Back Row: Justin Chan, Simon Ford, 

Lance Edward, Scott Christensen, 
Michael Lane, Simon Cranwell, 

Duncan Mallet, Raymond Elderton, 
David Yee, David Hazelwood 

2nd Row: Kylie Merritt, Caroline 
Booth, Brett Grimley, Robert McEwin, 
Graham L/llywhlte, Craig Mills, Andrew 

Robinson, Nicole Merritt, 
Tanya Livings 

Front Row: Debbie Radloff, Beth 
Crr.1se, Kirstie Jones, Penny Sturgess, 
Katherine Hetherington, Marie Diohan 







NETBALL 
Term II saw the beginning of the 1989 
Netball season. TAS entered 3 teams 
in the Saturday competition. From this 
competition many of our TAS students 
were selected in Cairns 
Representative Age Teams, which 
competed In Brisbane and Ingham. 
Four of our TAS girls, Michelle 
Thomsen, Kirsten Sperling, Kirsten 
Stewart and Rachel Pedro were 
selected In the U/15 Cairns 
Representative Talent Squad to play in 
the Australian Titles next year. 

TAS 1, coached by Mrs Jill Fowler, 
were runners up in the Open Age 
Division. Well done TAS! 

TAS 2, coached by Mrs Leitha Pedro 
unfortunately did not reach the finals. 
However, it was wonderful to see the 
moulding of this young team 
throughout this season. I do hope 
their skills keep improving next 
season. 
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TAS 2 NETBALL 

Kirsten Wong, Kamala Sivijis, 
Gait/an White, Laurel Fraser, 
Vanessa Ciccatosto, Lorianna 

Leftwich, Emma Brown, 
Coach: Mrs L. Pedro 

'I 

TAS 3, coached by Mrs Sue Yuille, 
were defeated in the semi finals. 
These girls, too, are young and we 
hope that they continue to learn and 
excel in this sport. 

Our Netball break-up was held after 
the Grand Final where Special 
Trophies were awarded. 

Fairest & Best Most Improved 

TAS 1 
Rachel Pedro Sarah Mann 

Michelle Thompson 

TAS 2 
Lorianna Leftwich Georgina Coenik 

TAS 3 
Simone Reynolds Leasa Stephen 

I would personally like to thank our 3 
coaches, Mrs JIii Fowler (TAS 1), Mrs 
Leitha Pedro (TAS 2) and Mrs Sue 
Yuille (TAS 3), without whose 
dedication and tireless hours of 
coaching the season would not have 
been successful. 

, . 

TAS 3 NETBALL 

Neisha Beaumont, Mrs S. Yuille, 
Leasa Stephen 
Elspeth Wells 

Jane Langford,  Niki Wong 

TAS 1 NETBALL 

Mrs J. Fowler, Leanne A/derdice, 
Tristan Beaumont, Danielle Young, 

Sarah Brown, Hayley Price, 
Rachel Pedro, Michelle T homsen, 
Kirsten Stewart, Kirsten Sperling 
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ATHLETICS 

• 

TAS GIRLS ATHLETICS TEAM 

I� 

TAS SOYS ATHLETICS TEAM 
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TAS U/16 1989 

Oswald: I'll not be struck, my lord. 
Kent: Nor tripped neither, you base 

football player. (Tripping up 
Oswald's heels). 

In these immortal lines from the play 
King Lear (written about 1605). 
Shakespeare's opinion of the 
contemporary footballer is very clear: 
an unsporting ruffian. Yet today, his 
assessment could not be further from 
the truth. Certainly, at Trinity Anglican 
School, our players turn on a rugged 
game, but more importantly their play 
exemplifies discipline, commitment, 
team effort and spirit - qualities that 
will continue past school to enrich 
their future lives. 

RUGBY UNION 

While our own tradition is still young 
- we have now completed our third
year - rugby plays a major role in the
continuing development and growth of
the school. This micro development
reflects the continuing growth and
attraction of the region as a whole to
touring rugby sides. The media
attention and gate sales accorded by
the Lions-Queensland B game is
paralleled, through in much smaller
measure, by the London Freeman's
School-Cairns game, in which
incidentally six TAS players took part.

An Under 16 team coached by Mr Bill 
Dray was introduced into the 
inaugural Cairns and District 
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com�etition. Though they placed third, 
their future potential is unlimited as 
anyone who saw the last game 
against Smithfield High will attest. On 
this occasion TAS demolished a 
strong opposition 41-3. Mick Edwards 
proved throughout the season to be a 
very cool headed Captain especially 
capable in defensive play. Sam 
Sturgess proved an unflappable V ice
Captain notable for his thinking 
football. Chadden Hunter, the Fowler 
brothers, Brett and Paul, Troy Price, 
Steven Tonks and Kris Tassell were all 
prominent point scorers, supported 
throughout by a whole team of 
competent players. 

The First XV, whilst not enjoying the 
success of 1988, fared quite well 
placing fourth in a competition that 
featured six metropolitan and one 
regional team (lnnisfail). With eleven 
competition games this season and 
several TAS representatives being 
involved in a number of others, the 
five month season was certainly a 
busy one. 

In April several TAS players 
represented Cairns in the "Malanda 
Milk" Rugby tournament in Townsville. 
The Open players were as follows: 

,_ M. Lane, B. Rose, D. Mallet, J. Lyons, 
R. Elderton and R. McEwin. The Ul16
representatives were: S. Tonks,
M. Edwards, B. Fowler, G. Crowther,
W. Audley and T. Price. Games against
teams from Townsville, Whitsunday,
lnnisfall, Burdekin and Mackay
ensured that their 'learning
experience' was a wide as possible.

Early in May the whole secondary 
school provided a highly vocal 
audience to what will become an 
annual event, the TAS-Townsville 
Grammar game. Losing 26-0 to a very 
experienced side, several of whom 
were State representatives, TAS 
fought very bravely, often turning 
defence into attack. Archdeacon 
Stuart spoke of the fraternal links 
occasioned by such an event in the 
later official presentation in the library. 
Trinity Sunday provided a further 
opportunity to show rugby off at the 
school and an exhibition game with St 
Augustine's was arranged. The result, 
incidently, was a three all draw. Rugby 
photographs, posters and 
memorabilia, including Jason Lyons' 
Rugby Queensland Country guernsey 
were displayed in the library 
prompting much interest. 
D. Mallett, B. Rose and R. McEwin
represented TAS in the Mulgrave
Schools v Cairns Schools curtain
raiser to the British Lions game at
Barlow Park. Their side won the game
in what was a thrilling encounter and
obvious honour.
Duncan Mallet's skills and ability
resulted in his captaincy of the Cairns
side in the City of London Freeman's
College game at Buchan Street in 
July. B. Rose, M. McEwin and M. Lane
played as well in what was a narrow
victory for the young Englishmen. The
benefits deriving from this
international point of contact are at
once obvious.



Jason Lyons, who captained the Open 
side this year, has proved a very 
valuable player and worthy rugby 
ambassador for the school. His 
selection in the U/17 Queensland 
State side, which defeated N.S.W. 
typifies the unqualified success that 
he has derived from the game. His 
achievement is unparalleled. At the 
time of writing, Jason is a good 
prospect for selection in the 
Queensland Schoolboy's team. 
Ultimately, some of these members 
will tour Great Britain and the 
Continent with the Australian 
Schoolboys after Christmas. 

Apart from the Captains' medallions 
to Jason Lyons and Michael Edwards , 
other awards were as follows: 

Opens: 
Best and Fairest Forward - J. Lyons 
Best and Fairest Back - D. Mallett 

U/16 
Best and Fairest Forward - T. Price 
Best and Fairest Back - S. Sturgess 

Each of these awards aims at paying 
tribute to the skills and pursuit of 
excellence which were so ably 
demonstrated by their recipients. 
Featuring the school crest and a 
bottle green ribbon, these 
personalized rugby awards constitute 
an endearing memento of schoolboy 
rugby. 

The season has proved to be very 
satisfying on a personal basis, largely 
because of the interest and dedication 
of several individuals deserving of 
acknowledgement and thanks. Much 
encouragement has come from 
Archdeacon Stuart, whether it be 
through his presence at a game, 
willingness to listen to some rugby 
related whinge from me or generous 
outfitting of our very smart (and 
expensive) Canterbury jerseys. To 
Miss Jenkins, our sportsmistress, Mr 
Tam - who so capably attended to 
ground marking - Mr High, the 

And the big men fly ... 
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Jason Lyons 
U/17 Queensland Rugby Union 

Representative 

referee, and all those others, whom 
space does not permit me to 
acknowledge, my profound thanks. 
Finally, I would point out that 1989 
marks the last school season for one 
of our graduating Year Twelve 

Brett Rose 
Open Peninsula Rugby Union 

Representative 
students who has played rugby since 
its inception three years ago. 'Vale', 
Richard Heazlewood, you will be 
sorely missed! 

Mr K. Marchant 

RUGBY CO-ORDINATOR. 

Cairns and District Rugby Union Open Representatives 1989 
Standing L to R. R. Heazlewood, D. Mallet, M. Lane, R. McEwan 
Seated L to R. B. Rose, Mr K. Marchant (Manager/Coach), J.' Lyons 

Cairns and District Rugby Union U/16 Representatives 1989 
Standing L to R. B. Fowler, S. Sturgess, G. Crowther 

Seated L to R. T. Price, S. Tonks, M. Edwards 
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